
 

 

 

Orange Poster – Bear – Treat Others as you would like them to treat you 
The Bear symbol represents strength, family, vitality, courage and health. The Bear is thoughtful 

and independent, with little need for fellowship. The Bear is also self-contained and strong-
willed in nature. A Bear is of great support and comfort to those who crave human company 

simply for personal reassurance rather than for the simple pleasure of being with friends. The 
Bear makes lonely periods of life far easier.  

 
Green Poster- Beaver- Be Brave Participate to Progress 

The Beaver helps people understand the dynamics of teamwork and to appreciate everyone’s 
talents and contributions in order to accomplish anything. The Beaver is a builder of the mind, 

body and soul. The Beaver symbolizes creativity, creation, cooperation, persistence, and 
harmony. The Beaver is also a hard-worker and will not quit the job until it is done.  

 
Yellow Poster- Heron- It takes great strength to be sensible 

The Heron represents self-determination and self-reliance. They represent the ability to 
progress and evolve. The long thin legs of the Heron reflect that an individual does not need 

massive pillars to remain stable but must be able to stand on one’s own.  

 
Blue Poster- Raven- Have reasons for the things you say or do 

The Raven symbolizes creation and transformation, knowledge, prestige as well as the 
complexity of nature and the subtlety of truth. The Raven also symbolizes the unknown and 

shows that every person sees the world in a different way. The Raven was often called upon to 
clarify truths in visions, as the wise elders knew that what the eye sees is not always the truth.  

 
Red Poster- Wolf- Pursue your personal best no matter who you work with 

The Wolf represents loyalty, strong family ties, good communication, education, understanding, 
and intelligence. Of all land animals, the Wolf has the strongest supernatural powers and is the 

most accomplished hunter. The Wolf is a very social and communicative creature.  

 
Purple Poster- Coyote- Self Mastery – Be the Master Not the Victim of your Emotions 

The Coyote symbolizes the answers to your problems that often come in ways and forms that you 
least expect it. They can live anywhere and be found anywhere. The Coyote teaches you to 

balance between playfulness and wisdom. Coyotes insist that you stop dwelling on your worries 
and stresses and let them go so you can get out of the way of yourself. 

 
 

Disclaimer – Please note that the Aboriginal meaning for each animal may differ from tribe to tribe. The symbolic meaning for the animals above is based on a 

gathering of symbolic meanings  from Aboriginal tribes in the Pacific and Western regions of Canada & the United States. 


